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to move and gently remind us of our strength 
beyond the heavy plow. 
 I have come to help you move the rocks 
that block the path towards your open fields. 
You may ask why of all possible places is this 
unmovable obstacle placed just so? 
 It is with our strength together that we 
may move what interrupts the garden growth. 
From the strength that we bear together, to 
move what seems immovable, we reveal our 
own strength; and open up a space for new 
planting and new growth.
 I come to you in darkest night and stand 
waiting at the half-opened garden gate. I bring 
the lantern to light the footsteps along the 
way. I’ll turn it down to just a small glimmer 
so that your sight does not blind in the dark-
ness broken by bright light. 
 I wear a covering cloak, that you may 
find your way by spot of light and not be 
distracted by thoughts of who to recognize. 
As your eyes adjust to darkness and the flame 
between us glows, I wait in stillness. 

Where the Stillness of Patience 
Glows

 Istand here seeking you beside the 
garden gate. The bramble-thorn 
that once had torn the delicate skin 

of my right hand, as I reached to clear a path, 
doesn’t grow beyond the rusty hinges that 
mark this dividing place. 
 I call you from here and lean in for a 
faint reply that silently may catch my ear. I 
came as a gardener to do the sowing in the 
field. To plant the corn to which our hunger 
yields. And all the corn I grow and all the 
brambles too; That we may choose our path-
ways with carefully planned intentions. 
 The great rocks that scattered and other-
wise disturb the velvet, verdant land, are mine 
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 Again, I come with patience to embrace 
you when all time and place have left no signs 
for your lost self to retrace.  
 I have already found you. You are 
never lost to me. Our hearts are intimately 
connected and keep us well protected. 
 And if these words stir us to open our 
hearts in tears, then let them be in the spirit of 
water; that spreads and seeps and feeds across 
the Great Creator’s fields.

 You are my destination, there is no other 
place or any other preference that I chose. I 
am expecting you, and my patience stretches 
out to meet you where you move; and already 
embraces you with hopes of loving arms.
 There is no need to hurry, for you, I do 
not worry, for my love joins you already in 
each footstep that you take. And even though 
I stand in stillness, and you must choose your 
footing through a path cast in darkest gray, I 
am confident that when we meet, you’ll know 
it was you who found your way. 
 All the unseen rocks and edges fret with 
peril, that we cannot see upon the future path, 
as they pass in time, they change from unwel-
come strangers to familiar milestones and 
remind us of the self that has become known. 
 Through all the loss along the way, when 
footing slips entirely away, and the valley of 
the shadow of death seems to ever spiral down, 
without giving us a solid ground for standing 
on. There too, I come to be with you, to offer 
silence from my heart when there is no under-
standing from which our minds may start. 


